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Political mutual trust between the two sides is an important part of the political 
cultural connotations of the cross-strait political relations. It is a kind of cultural and 
psychological mechanisms of the cross-strait political systematical relations, which 
was formed from the normalization of the cross-strait political subsystems interactions. 
Its meaning is about how the two sides of the cross-strait achieve the mutual trust, 
mutual benefit and common prosperity, harmonious functioning. From the perspective 
of integration and coordination of the development of cross-strait political system, it 
has the functions of the legitimacy support, political buffer, political exchanges 
simplification for the development and improvement of cross-strait political relations. 
Placed in the history of cross-strait relations after the war, although having received a 
big blow from the “independent activities” of Lee Teng-hui and Chen Shui-bian, its 
main connotation is recognition of the two sides belong to one China. 
At present, the political mutual trust between the two sides has been made 
numerous achievements: the two sides have reached a preliminary political consensus 
to oppose "Taiwan independence"; cross-strait inter-party communication, exchanges 
gradually normalized and institutionalized; the two sides reached preliminary 
understanding on the issue of Taiwan's participation in international space; the 
peaceful development of cross-strait relations gradually become the value consensus 
of public opinion on both sides. However, the political mutual trust between the two 
sides has also a lot of problems and deficiencies: its ultimate goal lack consensus; its 
participation subject structure is too single; its identity disorder is still existing; its 
follow-up power is obviously insufficient; its political communication channel is not 
yet complete. 
The factors affecting the Cross-strait political mutual trust include three 
important sources: the factors on the island, the two side’s factors, and international 
factors. The Taiwan's internal factors are: political parties’ factors, ethnic factors, 
political sub-cultural factors. The cross-strait factors are: the cross-strait political 














the international community environmental background factors, U.S. factors, Japan 
factors. These influencing factors from different social subsystem level together 
constitute the environmental outlook of the political system during the cross-strait 
political mutual trust development, which formed the unique trends and 
characterization of the cross-strait political mutual trust development. 
Rational choice theory holds that: people are rational animals; the generation of 
trust derived from value judgments of the rational calculation of gains and losses; the 
key for the trust to be durable is depending on the interests’ optimization protection 
results of all parties involved in the trust. By learning trust theoretical model of 
rational choice, we can conclude that the interests theoretical connotation of 
enhancing cross-straits political mutual trust. The new liberal institutionalism theory 
advocates: relations among nations are not a zero-sum game, but rather 
interdependent; system designing could promote cooperation, foster trust. By learning 
new liberal institutionalism trust theoretical model, we can conclude that the 
connotation of the system that enhancing cross-strait political mutual trust. Social 
capital theory advocates: trust, networks, and norms are very significant for personal 
to access to social resources; the formation of trust has some positive connection with 
the strength of the personal relationship, in which the Identity interaction plays a 
crucial role. By learning the social capital of trust theoretical model, we can conclude 
the relational theory connotation of enhancing the cross-strait political mutual trust. 
The three connotation get help us to find new multi-theoretical models which could be 
used for consolidating and deepening cross-strait political mutual trust. Political 
cultural attributes of the cross-strait political mutual trust tells us that, to enhance the 
degree of cross-strait political mutual trust, we have to firstly find a way to change the 
political cultural environment caused by cross-strait political distrust. For doing that, 
we could change the cross-strait political structure interaction form and the 
cross-strait overall social environment, these two aspects: the former mainly refers to 
construct the official cross-strait mutual trust, political parties’ mutual trust; 
international affairs mutual trust by changing the cross-strait official political 














construction of the integrity of the social environment that is conducive to enhance 
the cross-strait political mutual trust, which is achieved by consolidating and 
deepening cross-strait economic cooperation, social interaction, cross-strait economic 
and cultural exchanges to build trust, social trust, cultural trust. These two aspects, but 
also constitutes more realistic paths to enhance the cross-strait political mutual trust, 
making it become a systematic political project. 
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